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JUST DROPPED: QUAY AUSTRALIA X
JACLYN HlLL

Stay shady, no matter how bright the season gets.

Introducing #QUAYXJACLYN, featuring three mega - glam sunnies styles and accessories

inspired by and created with boss babe Jaclyn Hill (American YouTube personality).

#QUAYXJACLYN is available now at quayaustralia.com.au and independent retailers

Worldwide.

VERY BUSY

⏲

https://www.quayaustralia.com.au/
https://www.instagram.com/jaclynhill/?hl=en


Showcase your VIP status in this boss babe shield.

Featuring delicate metal the arms, make seriously glamorous statement champagne with

mirrored rose lenses or in black frames with non-mirrored black lenses.

RRP: $75 AUD

ROXANNE
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Add a little something extra to your life with ROXANNE. This #QUAYXJACLYN studded aviator

takes its name from Jaclyn Roxanne Hill herself and adds a touch of glam to any look.

Featuring metal arms and frameless lenses adorned with chic studs, go edgy in non-mirrored

black with gold metal or opt for mega glam in mirrored silver with silver metal or mirrored gold

with gold metal.

RRP: $75 AUD

UPGRADE

Take your sunnies game up a notch with UPGRADE.

These #QUAYXJACLYN stunners are an instant wardrobe classic, featuring square frames with

chic metal detailing at the brow. Show off your wild side in tortoise frames with gold detailing or

keep it chic in black with silver detailing.

RRP: $75 AUD

SUNNIES CHAIN
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A lot of something extra—take your sunnies glam to the next level with the SUNNIES CHAIN.

This gold metal chain features a diamond shape to add the perfect amount of flash to any look.

Double bonus—it also features a clasp so you can wear it as a necklace inspired by Jaclyn’s

blinged out style.

RRP: $15 AUD
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Media Notes:

- Samples available for loan

- Download flat lay product and campaign images here

- High res product / campaign images available

- Interviews and quotes available
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PR Contact:

QUAY AUSTRALIA

Edwina Hanneysee (DXD Agency)

edwina@dxd.agency

+ 61 413 337 153

#ENDS
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ABOUT DXD AGENCY

We're a Hype Machine.

We put brands in the hands of influencers and media in Australia, and the World.
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